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In order to assess the remaining life of gas turbine critical components, it is vital to accurately define the aerothermodynamic
working environments and service histories. As a part of a major multidisciplinary collaboration program, a benchmark modeling
on a practical gas turbine combustor is successfully carried out, and the two-phase, steady, turbulent, compressible, reacting flow
fields at both cruise and takeoﬀ are obtained. The results show the complicated flow features inside the combustor. The airflow over
each flow element of the combustor can or liner is not evenly distributed, and considerable variations, ±25%, around the average
values, are observed. It is more important to note that the temperatures at the combustor can and cooling wiggle strips vary
significantly, which can significantly aﬀect fatigue life of engine critical components. The present study suggests that to develop an
adequate aerothermodynamics tool, it is necessary to carry out a further systematic study, including validation of numerical results,
simulations at typical engine operating conditions, and development of simple correlations between engine operating conditions
and component working environments. As an ultimate goal, the cost and time of gas turbine engine fleet management must be
significantly reduced.

1. Motivation
It is a promising approach to assess the remaining life of gas
turbine critical components, based on their service history
(flight operating conditions and sensor readings), by applying aerothermodynamics, structural and material analysis
models. It is consistent with condition-based maintenance
(CBM) of gas turbine engines, that is, maintenance actions
would be performed only when they are required. As a result,
the expense of maintenance/repair of an engine fleet can be
reduced, the engine operation can be made more reliable,
and service life can be extended. This approach has been
investigated by researchers from various disciplines under a
major collaboration program [1].
One of the subprograms is the development of an
aero-thermodynamics model. The model will provide more
realistic distributions of temperature and pressure or loads
for safety/cost critical components from engine operational
conditions and sensor readings. Furthermore, it will also
provide an environment for the assessment of current and
enhanced sensor suites and the prediction of degraded

operation with wear/damage or control changes. With the
required thermal flow information, structural and material
analyses can be performed, and the remaining life of engine
components can be assessed with confidence.
For technology development, a practical gas turbine
combustor is selected as a research case. Gas turbine
combustors are exposed to high-temperature, high-pressure,
and high-dynamic load environments, and failures occasionally occur during operation. The flow parameters around
and inside the combustor vary significantly, which causes
considerably uneven structural stresses. Increased localized
metal temperatures and thermal gradients can both reduce
the combustor fatigue life. A higher temperature reduces
the fatigue strength of the material, while a larger gradient
increases the strain excursion and causes higher stresses.
Therefore, for reliable structural, material and life analyses,
the accurate definition of the working environment for the
combustor is deemed necessary.
Due to the harsh conditions, experimental measurements
inside the engine are extremely diﬃcult. An alternative is to
use validated computational flow dynamics (CFD) methods
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Table 1: Engine operating conditions.

Annular chamber
Air inlet

Diﬀuser

Swirler

Takeoﬀ

Fuel nozzle

Can

Cooling
baﬄe

NGV

Igniter

Figure 1: A 60-degree sector.

Cruise

Flow parameters
Air inlet total pressure (kPa)
Air mass flow rate (kg/s)
Air inlet temperature (K)
Fuel mass flow rate (kg/s)
Air inlet total pressure (kPa)
Air mass flow rate (kg/s)
Air inlet temperature (K)
Fuel mass flow rate (kg/s)

1000
2.36
606
0.053
463
1.17
552
0.0207

to document typical operating conditions and then correlate
these detailed numerical results with the engine operating
conditions and sensor readings to form semiempirical models. These models can be used for engine component life
analysis or an essential component of CBM for engine fleet
management.
This paper covers a high-fidelity CFD model of the gas
turbine combustor, complex flow fields inside the combustor,
temperature and pressure distributions over the combustor
can as well as indications or suggestions from the present
study.

2. Thermal Fluid Dynamics Modeling of
the Combustor
2.1. High-Fidelity CFD Model of the Combustor. Figure 1
illustrates a 60-degree sector of the gas turbine combustor.
It is a can-annular design with six combustion cans and an
annular air supply chamber [2]. Compressed air enters the
annular chamber through a narrow annulus, decelerates in
the diﬀuser, and then flows over and enters the combustor
can or liner through air-management holes and cooling
wiggle strips around the can. Inside the can, fine fuel droplets
from a fuel nozzle evaporate, mix with air, and then burn.
The mixture continues to react with air, cools down further
downstream, and eventually reaches the air-cooled nozzle
guide vanes (NGVs). For the present phase of work, the NGV
is not included in the CFD model.
For traditional numerical simulations of gas turbine
combustors, the computational domain is limited to the flow
field inside the combustor liner, that is, the liner internal and
external flow fields are decoupled. The airflow-splitting over
the combustor liner is estimated based on semi-empirical
discharge coeﬃcient correlations [3, 4] and the flow rate is
assumed evenly distributed over each liner airflow device
(a row of holes, a wiggle strip, etc.). In the present study,
both the liner internal and external flow fields are simulated
simultaneously, that is, they are directly coupled.
Two engine operating conditions, takeoﬀ and altitude
cruise [2], are considered in the present study and the flow
parameters for a single can are listed in Table 1.
2.2. Fuel Spray Measurements at the GTL High-Pressure Spray
Rig. The temperature field in a combustor is dominated by

Figure 2: Fuel spray measurements in the GTL HPSR.

the fuel distribution and arrangement of primary, cooling
and dilution air [5]. Therefore, it is essential to have proper
fuel spray parameters in order to predict the combustor flow
field accurately. The fuel spray characteristics were measured
in the GTL (Gas Turbine Laboratory) High-Pressure Spray
Rig (HPSR) with a phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA),
as shown in Figure 2, at the engine cruise and takeoﬀ
conditions. Figure 3 gives a picture of the fuel spray in an air
box which is the domed portion of the combustor can.
During spray measurement, the air and fuel flow rates
remained the same as the flight conditions, and the pressure
in the HPSR was adjusted to match the air density at flight.
The measured parameters included the radial distributions
of axial, tangential, and radial velocities, droplet size as
well as fuel flux. All these results were used as the initial
conditions of fuel spray for the predictions of the combustor
thermal fields.
2.3. Mesh-Independent Studies and Combustor Mesh. Due
to the geometrical complexity of practical gas turbine
combustors, it is diﬃcult to fully meet mesh-independence
requirements. Researchers, such as [6], have pointed out
that a gas turbine combustor simulation would need 410
million cells in order to claim mesh independence. This is
understandable, for example, if the rollup of vortices along
the bending jet and the structures of horseshoe and wake
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Figure 3: The fuel spray in a specifically built air box.
Figure 4: Meshes of 60-degree annular chamber and a combustor
can.

vortices for a single cross-flow jet [7] have to be properly
resolved in numerical simulations, the required mesh size
can be even larger than 410 million cells. Therefore, the
best way to check mesh independence would be to examine
if the objectives or required flow parameters remain meshindependent in simulations.
As mentioned before, the main objective of this work is to
obtain accurate temperature and pressure distributions over
the combustor can. Since the air distribution over the combustor can directly determines the combustor performance
and metal wall temperature, the mesh-independence issues
related to liner airflow devices (holes and wiggle strips) were
studied first before meshing the whole 60-degree sector. For
detail, please refer to [8, 9].
During meshing of the whole geometry, 36–84 surface
elements were used for medium and large liner airflow holes.
For small holes, such as the splashing holes over the dome
swirler plates and cooling baﬄes (Figure 1), about 30 surface
elements were generated. With these arrangements, the areaweighted numerical uncertainty of air distribution over the
liner is less than 2%.
For the whole combustor simulation, the wiggle strip was
replaced by an equivalent slot which gave the same mass flow
rate as that of the wiggle-strip for similar flow conditions.
For the purpose of structure/material/life analyses of wiggle
strips, the flow field of a single wiggle strip element was
resolved with the boundary conditions obtained from the
results of whole combustor simulations.
A few meshes were created and preliminary test runs were
performed to improve the quality of numerical simulations.
In the end, a mesh with 13.3 million cells was used for the
simulations. Figure 4 illustrates the meshes of the 60-degree
annular chamber (top) and the combustor can (bottom).
Eﬀorts were made to generate hexahedral cells as far as
possible. Fine nodes were laid in and around holes, cooling
slots, baﬄes, regions, dome swirler, and dome section.
The nondimensional wall boundary parameter, y+, at the
combustor can walls varied from ∼20 to ∼250.
2.4. Flow Fields of the Combustor. A large amount of data
is available to reveal complicated flow features and physical

phenomena inside the combustor [8]. Only some of the
results at the cruise conditions are presented here. The flow
features at takeoﬀ are similar to those at cruise. Figures 5–
7 show the velocity vectors and contours of Mach number
and temperature along the middle longitudinal plane of the
60-degree sector of the combustor. In the figures, the thick
black lines are the cut-through surfaces of the combustor can
and fuel nozzle, and the dimensions and flow parameters are
normalized by their representative values.
As shown in the upper plot of Figure 5, the compressed
air flows into the annular chamber through a narrow
inlet, slows down in the diﬀuser, and then enters the can
dome through the splashing holes on the dome walls. As a
result, two large recirculation zones are formed immediately
downstream of the dome swirler, and the shape of the lower
one is distorted by the igniter (Figure 1). These swirling
flows are used to start and anchor flame in the combustor
(Figure 7), and at the same time cool the dome head walls.
Further downstream, the air flows through cooling slots into
the combustion can, and the flow velocity gradually increases
towards the can exit, as shown in both upper and lower plots
of Figure 5. Another recirculation zone inside the can is also
observed adjacent to the two dome recirculation regions. For
the annular chamber, due to the geometrical blockage, strong
swirling flows are found upstream of the dome, and a mild
recirculation zone is observed in the dead flow region above
the can exit section.
The Mach number contours at this section are given in
Figure 6. In the primary zone of the combustor can (just
downstream of the dome swirler), the Mach number or flow
velocity is low. This gives enough time for fuel droplets
to evaporate, mix and burn with air, and provides good
environments for flame stabilization. The Mach number
inside the can gradually increases downstream of the dome
section and reaches a high value of ∼0.28 at the can exit.
In Figure 6, a maximum Mach number of 0.32 is observed
in the diﬀuser due to the narrow flow passage (Figure 1).
Shown in Figure 7 are the temperature contours inside and
outside the can. As illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, the flow
field is not symmetric, even in the upstream region of the
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Figure 6: Mach number contours along the middle longitudinal
plane.
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Figure 7: Temperature contours along the middle longitudinal
plane.

Figure 5: Velocity vector plots along the middle longitudinal plane.
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Figure 8: Velocity vectors and Mach numbers at a dome swirler
cross-section.
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Figure 9: Temperature at a dome swirler cross-section.
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combustor can. The high temperature region starts from
the dome swirler and extends to the middle of the can
with a maximum of ∼1. This complies with gas turbine
combustor design criteria [5], that is, the high-temperature
region should be located in the primary and secondary
zones. The low-temperature region in the center immediately
downstream of the dome swirler is where the fuel spray is
introduced into the flow field.
Figure 8 shows the velocity vector and Mach number
plots, while Figure 9 illustrates temperature distribution at
a dome swirler cross-section. This section cuts through the
dome section, including swirler plates, splashing holes, and
can liner wall, as indicated in thick white lines in Figures
8 and 9. There are eight swirler plates with 5 splashing
holes for each, and only one hole for each plate is shown
in the figures. As shown in Figure 8, the air enters the dome
through small splashing holes and forms swirling flow at the
plane perpendicular to the combustor axial axis. Referring
to the two swirling regions inside the can observed along
the longitudinal plane in Figure 5, it is understood that a
donut-shaped vortex is formed immediately downstream of
the dome swirler. Due to the geometric variation, high Mach
number is found in the inner region of the annular chamber.
The maximum temperature at this section (Figure 9) is close
to that of the whole flow field (Figure 7), as shown in
Figure 12, which could cause defects and cracks on the dome
swirler [8].
The flow features at the cross-section of the second
primary holes are given in Figures 10 and 11. Air enters
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Figure 10: Velocity vectors and Mach numbers at the second
primary hole section.
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Figure 12: Combustor can and dome temperature contours at
cruise.
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Figure 11: Temperature at the second primary hole cross-section.

the combustor can through 3 holes, and two large and two
medium swirling regions are observed inside the can. It is
important to note that although the size of the three air
entry holes is the same, the airflow rate varies significantly,
as shown in Figure 10. This is also observed at other liner
air entry cross-sections (holes and wiggle strips), and the
deviation of airflow rate can be as high as ±25%.
It is expected that the flow parameters such as flow
and liner temperature distributions can be significantly
diﬀerent from those with the even airflow distribution over
each cooling device in the traditional decoupled combustor
simulations as mentioned earlier. As a result, the accuracy
of combustor performance and life assessment can be considerably aﬀected. This observation strongly suggests that for
combustor simulations, the flow fields inside and outside the
liner should be coupled in order to avoid potential prediction
errors. At this primary zone section, the temperature is
highest in the combustor flow field, as shown in Figure 11.
This is because the combustion process takes place mainly
in this zone. In Figures 10 and 11, a cooling baﬄe with four
small splashing holes is displayed, and its cooling eﬀect can
be found in Figure 11.

2.5. Combustor Working Environment. Figures 12 and 13
present 3D temperature and absolute static pressure distributions over the combustor can and fuel nozzle at the cruise
conditions. The maximum temperature occurs at the bottom
left of the can exit. It reaches ∼0.50, which is below but
close to the allowable temperature for Hastelloy X alloy. As
shown in Figure 12, the temperature over the combustor
can vary significantly, which can cause considerably uneven
structural stresses. As mentioned, increased localized metal
temperatures and thermal gradients can both reduce the
combustor fatigue life. Therefore, for reliable structural,
material, and life analyses, the reliable working environments
for engine components are deemed necessary.
The pressure distribution over the can walls is fairly uniform, as indicated in Figure 13. For the current combustor
case, the pressure diﬀerence inside and outside the liner is
minor, and therefore the pressure eﬀect on the combustor life
is probably insignificant in comparison with temperature.
The detailed temperature distribution over the wiggle-strip
element is illustrated in Figure 14 for cruise. The maximum
temperature reaches ∼0.288.
These detailed 3D temperature and pressure distributions over the combustor can and wiggle-strip element will
be used for structural, material and life analyses of the
combustor. It is expected that the critical or representative
regions and/or parameters for the life analysis would be
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Figure 13: Combustor can pressure contours at cruise.
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The present study also indicates that it is necessary to
carry out a further systematic study in order to develop
an adequate aero-thermodynamics model. The on-going
and future activities should include validation of numerical
results, simulations at typical engine operating conditions,
and development of simple correlations between engine operating conditions and component working environments.
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Figure 14: Temperature distribution over wiggle strip element at
cruise.

identified, which may help the development of a simple aerothermodynamics model. This model should be able to correlate the engine operating conditions/sensor readings with the
working environments of engine critical components.

3. Conclusions and Future Work
To be able to reduce the cost of gas turbine engine fleet
management, extend their service time, and perform maintenance actions only when they are required, it is vital to
provide reliable aero-thermodynamic loads for the engine
critical components.
As a first phase of the development of an aero-thermodynamics model, the benchmark modeling on a practical
gas turbine combustor is successfully carried out, and the
two-phase, steady, turbulent, compressible, reacting flow
fields at the cruise and takeoﬀ conditions are obtained. The
complicated flow features inside the combustor are observed.
More importantly, the present study indicates that the airflow
over each liner flow device is not evenly distributed, and
±25% variations around the average values are observed.
These findings suggest that the coupled combustor simulation should be performed.
The detailed 3D temperature and pressure distributions over the combustor can and wiggle-strip element at
the engine cruise and takeoﬀ conditions are available for
structural, material, and life analyses. It is expected that
the critical or representative regions and/or parameters
would be identified for the development of a simple aerothermodynamics model, which can correlate the engine
operating conditions/sensor readings with the working environments of engine critical components.
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